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Nice To Have Buji
As we go through our lives we make choices about products, services, and activities.
Whether it’s the food we eat, the clothes we wear, the phones we use, or the doctors we trust
with our health...we evaluate different choices and make our best decisions. Some of those
choices can make a huge difference in the quality, and even the duration of our lives.
This is especially true when it comes to fitness.
There are many different choices available to us for
activities for fitness. We can focus on anything from
cardio dance classes, to weight lifting, to tread-milling,
to extreme racing, to cycling, to hiking, to swimming,
to skiing/snowboarding, to racquetball/tennis, to crossfit...or any combination thereof.
Although these “mainstream” activities can be
done with friends, they do not generally provide us
with many new friends, or sometimes, any social
interaction to speak of. Most people who participate in
these activities do so without much interest in
interacting with others.
This creates an environment which may not be
very friendly or even enjoyable. In some cases, the
environment for these activities can be somewhat
hostile. A typical fitness club environment may include
unfriendly characters, overly competitive machine
hogs, snobs, people who ogle and annoy, ego maniacs who can’t be far from a mirror, or
people not overly concerned with personal hygiene. A typical cross-fit or extreme gym
includes a competitive element that emphasizes isolated, individual training. We can visit a
ski resort for hours and never speak to another person. We can run a race and see hostile
behavior from folks who think it’s a contact sport. We can play a round of golf and be
bombarded by impatient players behind us.
As an alternative, there are wide variety of martial arts available to us for fitness. One of
the great things about choosing a martial art for fitness and health is human interaction that can
be difficult to find elsewhere. Unlike
the more common activities, martial arts
training...done right...will provide an
environment that is a pleasure to be in.
A quality facility will foster an
environment that welcomes new people
with open arms. It will also encourage
mutual respect, kindness, appropriate
behavior, selflessness, trust, and good
hygiene. Over time, participants can
develop lasting friendships, and a group
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More Kobudo
ZenQuest’s Kobudo program is growing! Since it’s start-up in the Fall of 2013 this traditional art has
developed a solid group of dedicated students...and captures the attention of many new students. In the
coming year, this program will expand in both the weapons and drills included.
The word Kobudo refers to classical weapons training from the Ryukyu islands (or Okinawa.) During the
feudal period in history, the ruling Japanese banned the Okinawans from owning or using the most advanced
weapons of the time. Consequently, the Ryukyu
people developed ways to protect themselves using
common tools and everyday items.
So, Kobudo at ZenQuest includes training for
weapons like: the Bo (staff), the Nunchaku (chorded
sticks), the Sai (Okinawan Daggers), the Jiffa
(Hairpins), and Escrima sticks. Very soon, we will add
more Kata (individual routines) for these weapons, as
well as prearranged sparring drills for Bo vs. Bo and Bo
vs. Sai! We will also soon add Kata for the Tekko
(horse stirrups.)
Plans are also in the works to add another class to
the current schedule. We’re looking forward to some
great training and fun in this exciting martial art in
2015!

Sub Wars
Saturday, December 6th, turned out to be a very exciting Submission Only Grappling Tournament for the
ZenQuest Team that traveled to Connecticut that day! Three team members: Matt Bienia, Matt Gerlitz and
Neil Von Flatern, put it all out on the mat for well-earned successes in both Gi and No-Gi divisions. Neil and
Matt Gerlitz both competed in the 170-184.9 lb Intermediate
divisions and Matt Bienia competed in the 185-199.9 lb
Intermediate divisions. Each earned medals: Matt Gerlitz earned
second in the No-Gi division; Neil earned second in the Gi and first
in the No-Gi divisions; and Matt Bienia earned first in the Gi and
second in the No-Gi divisions.
Each competitor had epic battles to the finish. Essentially,
qualifying rounds are 15 minutes long and must end with a
submission. When the round ends without a submission both
competitors are disqualified. In the bouts for first, second or third,
there is no time limit, the match doesn’t end until there is a
submission victor. Matt Bienia had the longest bout of the Team,
going nearly thirty minutes to bring home the Gold in his final Gi
match!

WEATHER CLOSURES
Occasionally, during the winter months, the weather will become intense enough
to present a serious travel risk for our students and instructors. This can result from
a single, severe weather event happening at the time of classes; or from an
accumulation of events leading up to the time of classes. Other indicators can be
other major organizational closings and local travel advisories. If it appears that travel
will be too risky during class times, the school will close for that time. Students can
verify these closures by checking the school’s website or facebook page, checking
their e-mail, and by checking for a message on the ZenQuest phone at 413-637-0656.
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Promotions in Uechi-Ryu
December 7th saw a bunch of promotions in Uechi-Ryu at ZenQuest! Everyone did really well and
there were several “A” level performances in the group. Congratulations to the following: Ray White,
Michael Pierce, Cameron Martin, Tristen Scully and Brayden Gerlitz all promoted to Yonkyu (Green Belt);
Tyler Woodberry
promoted to Sankyu
(Green Belt with
Brown Stripes); Ben
Vengalil, Job
Vengalil and Patrick
Barry promoted to
Nikyu (Brown Belt);
and Matt “Never
Going to Join”
Moreau promoted to
Ikkyu (Brown Belt
with Black Stripes.)
Omedeto Gozaimas
(congratulations)
and keep up the
good work
everyone!!
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energy that has the feeling of a big family. There is an Okinawan term “Buji” or, literally, martial arts blood. This
refers to the “blood brother/sister” friendships that come from individuals training together over time. Most people
have heard of this “Brothers of the sword” effect. This is common in all sorts of martial arts around the world.
Another advantage to choosing martial arts for fitness is constant access to experienced instructors who are
interested in motivating them and helping them improve. Whether its an art with an organized rank system, or one less
formal...instructors and experienced students help newer people. They remember when they were the ones who needed
help and are not afraid to lend a hand. Getting some solid group energy going always contributes to a productive and
enjoyable training session, too. In mainstream activities, we are generally left
alone to motivate ourselves or seek instruction.
Martial Arts schools that don’t provide a positive training environment
should be avoided at all costs. There are plenty of low-quality schools out there
that can’t or won’t get it right. In a “fight club” environment, there is typically no
set code of conduct or etiquette. There is little mutual courtesy or respect among
the practitioners. Consequently, the atmosphere tends to break down to “Every
Man for Himself.” This not only creates an environment that is unpleasant to
train in, but one that is also dangerous. If there are no rules in place or being
enforced, the competitive nature of drills and sparring can result in things quickly
getting out of control....resulting in actual fights and frequent injuries. A
percentage of students will not understand where reasonable limits are, and make
dangerous choices putting themselves and all of their training partners at risk. A
martial arts gym can also be too much out in left field with a cult-like environment. These schools tend to drift too far
away from reality and put too much emphasis on the theory and academics of their art. This also results in a
counterproductive, uncomfortable training environment for the average person. Don’t drink the “Kool-Aid” and stay
away from this type of dojo, too. Generally, if it feels wrong...it probably is...and should be avoided.
A healthy training environment that is enjoyable, produces results, and makes lasting friendships can be really
good for our physical, AND our mental and emotional fitness. It’s nice to have “Buji” to talk to and consult with as we
go through the challenges in our lives. Studies show that having good support systems in our lives, and being a part of
a positive community helps to reduce stress and generally increase our happiness. Martial arts generally provide this
WELL BEYOND that of other fitness activities. Ultimately, being more relaxed and having great support systems can
motivate us to enjoy and perform better in other activities, too!
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RECENT PROMOTIONS
CRANES:
2 Gold -

Ena Parchment

TIGERS:
4kyu 7kyu 9kyu -

Brayden Gerlitz
Dominic Dignard, Sam Dignard
Norrin Darby, Max Mozian,
Michael Morrill, Jude Wojtkowski,
Cole Schmidt, Addison DiGrigoli,
Leanne Maschino

DRAGONS:
2kyu 3kyu 4kyu -

IMPORTANT DATES
December/January
Wed/Thurs/Fri, 12/24,25,26 - NO CLASSES
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
Sunday, December 28 - NO MMA CLASS
Wed/Thurs, 12/31, 1/1/15 - NO CLASSES
HAPPY NEW YEAR!!
Monday, 1/5 - Class Time Adjustments:
COBRAS/ADULTS: 6:15-7:15; HSD: 7:30-8:30
Sunday, January 18 - UFC Boston

Ben Vengalil, Job Vengalil
Tyler Woodbury
Cameron Martin, Tristen Scully

Sunday, January 25, 1:30 pm - Possible Kyu Test
Early 2015: Demian Maia at ZenQuest!!

COBRAS:
4kyu Michael Pierce

UECHI:
1kyu 2kyu 4kyu 7kyu 8kyu -

Matt Moreau
Patrick Barry
Ray White
Jason Dragonetti
Kim Bolio

YOUTH JIU-JITSU
Grey/white belt -

Connor Burt

ADULT JIU-JITSU:
1 stripe white -
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Karyn Bienia, Tyler Miller

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!
YOUTH:
Liam Winger, Hans Hocker, Abe Vengalil, Benji
Dhari, Gabe Dhari, Divit Kothari

ADULTS:
Brian Flaherty

WELCOME BACK:
Sophie Wilhelm, Gavin Winger, Audrey O’Leary

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Jack Ginsberg 12/1
Arwen Smith 12/3
Owen Joseph 12/3
Christopher Rupernik 12/6
Steve Curtin 12/7
Tony Riello 12/12
Frank Scago 12/12
Devon Smits 12/14
Freling Smith 12/14
Lauren Regnier 12/17
Reid Macioge 12/17
Kim Bolio 12/18
Parker Smith 12/21
David Wildgoose 12/21
Lillian Colvin 12/21
Sharon Gittzus 12/23
Henry Rimmler 12/23
Stephen Taglieri 12/27
Stephen N. Taglieri 12/31
Henry Rohrwasser 12/28
Michael Pierce 12/31

